Bagelheads the latest fad for Japanese teens: Mom hopes it stays in Japan

Posted by jlindgre July 02, 2009 20:50PM

Japanese teens are shooting silicone in their head to morph their faces. They call themselves bagelheads.

Have you seen the latest fad for teens in Japan? They are called bagelheads. Teens in Japan are injecting themselves with saline, which causes bumps in their heads.

The lumps and bumps created by the saline can be shaped and molded. The teens are calling themselves bagelheads. The disfigurement only last 24 hours. I have a hard time looking at these teens, and I just hope it stays in Japan and doesn't make it's way over to the states.

Will bagelheads be an addition to body piercing, and tattoos in the U.S.? Can lox heads, or cream cheese heads, be far behind? Would you ever allow your child to become a bagelhead? Tell us what you think.
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